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Abstract
We aim to provide a review of the stochastic discount factor bounds usually
applied to diagnose asset pricing models. In particular, we mainly discuss the
bounds used to analyze the disaster model of Barro (2006). Our attention is
focused in this disaster model since tbe stochastic discount factor bounds that
are applied to study the performance of disaster models usually consider the
approach of Barro (2006). We first present the entropy bounds that provi de a
diagnosis of the analyzed disaster model which are the methods of Almeida
and Garcia (2012, 2016); Ghosh et ai. (2016). Then, we discuss how tbeir results
according to the disaster model are related to each otber and also present the
findings of other methodologies that are similar to these bounds but provide
different evidence about the performance of the framework developed by Barro
(2006).
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1 Introduction
Asset pricing mo deis capture characteristics of reality to describe how assets can
be priced in a certain economy. However, these models only provide approximations of the real world which in general possess misspecification issues. Hansen and
Jagannathan (1997) proposed one of the first methods to test for comparisons between misspecified asset pricing models based on a proxy of admissible stochastic
discount factors provided by their asset pricing mo dei derived from a least -square
criterion. Nonetheless, this methodology has some limitations. As Almeida and Garcia (2012); Ghosh et ai. (2016) note, the relevance of skewness and kurtosis on the
pricing of assets is not taking into account in the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997)
distance. Almeida and Garcia (2012); Ghosh et ai. (2016) address this issue providing
techniques that consider higher moments to test the misspecification of asset pricingmodels.
In this work, our purpose is providing a literature review of these stochastic discount bounds usually applied to diagnose asset pricing models. As these models
have limitations, there is a wide range of bounds discussed in the literature to analyze the ability of certain models to explain financiai instruments. We focus the
analysis on the bounds used to diagnose disaster mo deis (Barro, 2006). In particular,
we mainly discuss the framework presented by Almeida and Garcia (2012); Ghosh
et ai. (2016) which are based on entropy functions to analyze dispersion of returns in
arder to correct the examined asset pricing model. There other bounds that representa generalization of the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) method (see De Araujo
(2010) for a literature review on other discount factor bounds), however we aim to .
descrih e only those that are applied to analyze disaster mo deis.
Almeida and Garcia (2012) provide a different approach based on Minimum Discrepancy projections that aim to correct asset pricing mo deis using information about
assets returns. Different from the method ofHansen and Jagannathan (1997), Almeida
and Garcia (20 12) methodology corrects the proxy o f the stochastic discount facto r
to identify the admissible ones by adding a hyperbolic function of a certain linear
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combination of basis assets returns. In a subsequent paper, Almeida and Garcia
(2016) present evidence that their methodology is specially useful in environments
that pricing kernel dispersion are caused by skewness and kurtosis. Their model allow them to distinguish these two types of models, while methods as Hansen and
Jagannathan (1997) characterize them as equivalents.
The approach presented by Ghosh et ai. (2016) is based on different assumptions
from the one proposed by Almeida and Garcia (20 12), but these methodologies have
a similar spirit. In the work of Ghosh et ai. (2016), they consider asset pricing models correctly specified which can be factorized into and observable component and
a potentially unobservable one. As in the method proposed by Almeida and Garcia
(2012), the model of Ghosh et ai. (2016) does not perform the minimum adjustment
using a least square sense. They proposed an approach that provides the most likely
stochastic discount factor given the data using only the information about asset returns and an entropy criterion of adjustment.
There are other bounds based on entropy functions as the ones presented by
Backus et ai. (2011); Liu (2015). While Backus et ai. (2011) use the methodology developed by Bansal and Lehmann (1997); Alvarez and Jermann (2005) to build their
bounds, Liu (2015) generalizes the bound ofHansen andJagannathan (1991) through
the Holder's inequality. Both provide the diagnose of certain asset pricing models aiming to provide a better understanding of the analyzed models. Backus et ai.
(2011); Liu (2015) are directly related to the studies performed by Almeida and Garcia
(2012, 2016) and, consequently, Ghosh et ai. (2016).
The discussion presented in this paper is restricted to the rare disaster models
and the application of the aforementioned bounds to diagnose this framework. Initially, we present the entropy bounds that are mainly discussed which are the approaches of Almeida and Garcia (2012) and Ghosh et ai. (2016). Their similarities
are also discussed and compared with the bound of Hansen and Jagannathan (1991)
and the distance presented by Hansen and Jagannathan (1997). Then, we show some
applications of these bounds and others that are related to them to analyze disaster
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mo deis (Barro, 2006) aiming to observe how well these models perform.
Pioneered by Rietz (1988) and revived by a growing literature (Barro, 2006; Gabaix,
2012), the rare events hypothesis emerged to rationalize the Equity Premium Puzzle
(EPP) (Mehra and Prescott, 1985). Barro (2006) study if the rare events hypothesis can
be used to explain the discrepancies observed between the U.S. stock market data
(and also other countries). The results obtained by the representative agent model
applied by him indicate that this is a possible solution to the EPP. Barro (2006) shows
that this model assigns higher probabilities to bad states as the rare events hypothesis suggests to explain the EPP. In light of this methodology, our analysis is based
on the application of the previously mentioned bounds to study the asset pricing
mo de! of Barro (2006) despite that fact that are some extensions of this framework
(see Barro (2009); Barro and Jin (2011); Nakamura et ai. (2013) for other versions of
this framework).
The paper proceed as follows. Section (2) discusses the entropy bounds proposed
by Almeida and Garcia (2012) and Ghosh et ai. (2016) and compares the two bounds
previously mentioned to observe their similarities and possible differences. Section
(3) presents the rare events hypothesis and the disaster mo de! built by Barro (2006) in
order to study if the EPP can be explained by this hypothesis. In this section we also
show how the entropy bounds are applied to verify the performance of asset pricing
mo deis. In particular, we discuss applications related to the disaster mo dei o f Barro
(2006). Finally, Section (4) concludes this work.

2 Stochastic Discount Facto r Bounds
In this chapter we present a literature review on the development of stochastic discount facto r bounds that are applied to diagnose the disaster mo dei of Barro
(2006). We first present the methodology that inspired them (Hansen and Jagannathan, 1991, 1997) and the standard assumptions of the stochastic discount factor bounds that are analyzed in this paper. Then, we describe the methodology o f
7

Almeida and Garcia (2012) and Ghosh et ai. (2016). We also compare these two approaches since they have some similarities that are use fui in the analysis that we do
related to the disaster model ofBarro (2006).
The nonexistence of arbitrage opportunities implies the existence of a pricing
kernel commonly defined as the stochastic discount factor, such that equilibrium
price of a traded security can be represented as the conditional expectation of the
future pay-off discounted by the pricing kernel. The standard consumption-based
asset pricing model, which is built in the representa tive agent and time-separable
power utilityframework, characterizes the pricing kernel as a simpie parametric function of consumption growth.
Nonetheless, as Ghosh et ai. (2016) present, there is an extensive literature showing that pricing kernels based on consumption growth alone can not explain either
the historically observed leveis of returns, i.e., the EPP and Risk Free Rate Puzzle
CRFRP) (Mehra and Prescott, 1985; Weil, 1989), or the cross-sectional dispersion of
returns between different classes of financiai assets (Hansen and Singleton, 1983;
Mankiw and Shapiro, 1986; Breeden et ai., 1989; Campbell, 1996). It is important to
note, nevertheless, that is a considerable number of papers that present evidence
that consumption risk does matter for explaining asset returns (Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001a,b; Parker and Julliard, 2005; Hansen et ai., 2008; Savov, 2011).
Therefore, there is a burgeoning literature that focus in analyzing asset pricing
models based on consumption growth and observe what kind of information it is
possible to be extracted from these methodologies. The first tentative to perform
this analysis is Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) who describe a region of admissible
stochastic discount factors of a certain asset pricing models. This framework develop a admissible bound for stochastic discount factors based only on the second
momento f the stochastic discount facto r distribution.
Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) pursue a better understanding of this analysis of
asset pricing mo deis developing a method to test for comparisons of possible mis-
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specified asset pricing models. This approach is based on a least-square projection
of an asset pricing prox:y on a family of admissible stochastic discount factors to
provide a diagnosis of asset pricing models, analyzing problems of model selection
and specification in the examined frameworks. There are severa! empirical works
that use this methodology to analyze their asset pricing models such as Hodrick and
Zhang (2001), Kan and Robotti (2009) and Wang and Zhang (2012).
The Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) methodology is frequently applied in the
literature, however there are some important limitations. The role that skewness
and kurtosis play on the pricing of assets is crucial as observed by Rubinstein (1973),
Alan Kraus (1976), Barone-Adesi (1985), Harvey and Siddique (2000), Dittmar (2002)
and Vanden (2006), among others. Nonetheless, the framework of Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) does not account for it (Almeida and Garcia, 2012, 2016). Another
issue regarded to this approach is that it can not differentiate among asset pricing
models well when the set of basis assets is composed by the 25 Fama and French
(1993) portfolios (Lewellen et al., 20 10; Li et al., 20 10).
Due to the importance o f skewness and kurtosis on the pricing of assets, there is
a wide class of asset pricing models that account for higher order moments and/ or
nonlinearities. This brings a need for tools that are able to analyze and to evaluate
those models. As the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) approach only considers two
moments ofreturns, the absence ofhigher moments in this methodologyis an usual
criticism to this framework. Chabi-Yo (1989) is a work that indicates a concern about
this issue related to the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) method.
Lewellen et al. (2010) and Li et al. (2010) observe that the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) model has a bad performance when it has to compare asset pricing
models which the set of basis assets is composed by the the 25 Fama and French
(1993) portfolios. In this context, Gospodinov et al. (2016) also observe this pattern
applying other statistical tests with a positive constraint that are not considered by
Li et al. (2010).

9

Give the necessity for metrics that generalize the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997)
methodology, Almeida and Garcia (20 12) provide a metrics that measures the degree
of misspecification of asset pricing models taking into account moments of higher
arder. They consider a family o f convex functions to compute the distance between
an asset pricing proxy y and the family M of admissible stochastic discount factors
that prices a set o f predetermined primitive securities.
They build this problem using a Minimum Discrepancy framework where the
goal is to obtain an admissible stochastic discount factor that prices the basis assets, i. e., in the discrepancy sense, is the closest possible to y. They use the duality
theory (Kitamura, 2006) to estimate the stochastic discount factor and its distance
to y through a finite-dimensional problem. Almeida and Garcia (2012) specialize the
convex functions to the Cressie-Read family o f discrepancy functions whose the dual
problems have the interpretation of HARA portfolio problems. It provides a framework that can accounts for a infinite number of moments returns and captures the
Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) and Chabi-Yo (1989) methodologies.
The first implication of Almeida and Garcia (20 12) methodology is allowing the researcher to correct the asset pricing model proxy to beco me an admissible stochastic
discount facto r by adding a nonlinear function of a linear combination of basis asset
returns. They show that these nonlinear corrections are a excellent tool to detect a
class of model misspecification not identified by Hansen and Jagannathan (1997)
method. Another advantage of this technology is providing a manner to analyze
eco no mies where nonlinear risk is priced. In this scenario, the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) approach is worse thanAlmeida and Garcia (2012) method.
This methodology is also related to a literature that started to pursue methods
that estimate nonlinear stochastic discount factors. Bansal and Viswanathan (1993),
for instance, use a neural network methodology to build a nonlinear stochastic discount factor that attends the specifications by Alan Kraus (1976) and Glosten and
Jagannathan (1994). Dittmar (2002) also studies nonlinear pricing kernels and observes that, under decreasing absolute risk version, a cubic pricing kernel is able to
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best describe a cross-section o f industry portfolios. As stated by Almeida and Garcia
(2016), the methodology ofAlmeida and Garcia (2012) also embeds cubic nonlinearities implicitly which is another argument showing the generalization provided by
Almeida and Garcia (2012) approach.
Almeida and Garcia (2016) apply the methodology proposed by Almeida and Garcia (20 12) which generalizes variance (Hansen and Jagannathan, 1997), entropy (Backus
et ai., 2011) and higher-moment (Snow, 1991) bounds. In this work they show how
valuable their methodology is to diagnose models with nonlinearities in the pricing
kernels and non-Gaussian features in the returns. Almeida and Garcia (2016) verify
the admissibility o f disaster and long-run risk models. In Disaster models (Barro,
2006) the price kernel dispersion is caused mainly from asymmetric negative jumps
on consumption growth, while Long Run Risk models have kurtosis as an important
of dispersion. Applying the methodology ofAlmeida and Garcia (2012), Almeida and
Garcia (2016) obtain great insights about the pricing kernel ofthese models.

The framework o f Almeida and Garcia (20 12) is also applied by Almeida and Garcia (2016) to compute information bounds for different sets ofportfolios. They aim to
analyze the suggestion proposed by Lewellen et al. (20 10) which is adding alterna tive
portfolios Iike industry ones to Fama and French (1993) portfolios in order to break
its strong three-factor structure in tests of asset pricing models. Thus, Almeida and
Garcia (2016) verifythatfor different discrepancies in their family, industryportfolios
bring non-redundant information with respect to Fama and French (1993) portfolios
under different ranges of stochastic discount factors means. 1

Almeida and Garcia (2016) also use their methodology to show the application
of their nonlinear stochastic discount factors to evaluate the performance of some
simple option-based strategies. They observe that the return distributions of these
strategies are usually skewed and fat-tailed, what brings the need for a discounting
that goes beyond the first two moments. Applying their discrepancy functions, they
1Given

a fixed minimum distance bound and a pairo f sets of primitive securities, Almeida and
Garcia (2016) define non-redundant information o fone set in relation other as the first set produces
a higher bound that the second.
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capture the sensitivity of performance of these higher moments. Almeida and Garcia (2016) also compare these results to the evidence obtained from linear stochastic
discount factors.
The building of nonparametric stochastic discount factors bounds is an issue addressed byotherworks aswell. Stutzer (1995), forinstance, suggests anonparametric
bound to diagnose asset pricing models based on estimators that attend the Kullback Leibler Information Criterion (KL!C). Bansal and Lehmann (1997) also propose
an entropic bound based on a maximization of growth portfolio. As discussed by
Almeida and Garcia (2016), Backus et ai. (2011) apply the method of Bansal and
Lehmann (1997) to measure entropy in tests of disaster-based models. Recently,
Ghosh et ai. (2016) propose a nonparametric entropy bound of stochastic discount
factors that can be factorized into an observable component and an unobservable.
Even though pricing kernels based only on consumption risk have given rise the
EPP and the RFRP, there is considerable empirical evidence that corroborates the
importance of consumption risk to explain asset returns. To provide a better understanding of this relation, there is a literature mainly based on modifying the preferences ofinvestors and/or the structure ofthe economy. These models have pricing
kernels that can be factorized into an observable and unobservable, model-specific,
component as Ghosh et ai. (2016) observe.
Some examples that illustrate these models are the externai habit model (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999; Menzly et ai., 2004), the long run risk models (Bansal and
Yaron, 2004) and mo deis with housing risk (Piazzesi et ai., 2007). In the externai habit
model, the the model-specific component is a function of the habit levei, the long
run risk mo deis have as possiblyunobservable component the returno f total wealth
and the housing risk mo deis have as additional component the growth in the expenditure share on non-housing consumption (Ghosh et ai., 2016).
In these frameworks, Ghosh et ai. (2016) provide a methodology to analyze dynamic asset pricing models. Through their approach it is possible to estimate non12

parametrically the time series of the unobserved pricing kernel under a set pricing
restrictions from the data, Ghosh et ai. (2016) also build entropy bounds to assess
the empírica! plausibility of the stochastic discount factors which are candidates and
they estima te the minimum (in the information sense) adjustment of the stochastic
discount facto r required to correctly price asset returns. This method provides a usefui way to diagnose certain asset pricing models through an analysis of models that
might fail empirically and also allows them to characterize some properties that a
successful mo dei must satisfy.
Ghosh et ai. (2016) show that it is possible to extract the time series of both the
stochastic discount factor and the unobservable component through an approach
that is equivalent to maximising the expected risk neutrallikelihood under a set of
no arbitrage restrictions. Their time series for the unobservable pricing kernel is substantially correlated to the Fama and French (1993) factors for a variety of sample
frequencies and assets used in the estimation procedure. This result suggests that
their mo dei successfully identifies the pricing kernel.
Another useful application of their model is to use the entropy bounds to construct bounds for the potentially unobserved component of the pricing kernel. An
interesting finding that they obtain is that their bounds is the tightest ones when
the pricing kernel is a function only of observable variables, and it is satisfied if and
only if the model is actually able to correctly price assets. In this case their bounds
are closely related to the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance which identify the
minimum variance linear adjustment.
Ghosh et ai. (2016) also describe the relevance of their model to analyze and to
diagnose the most well known consumption-based asset pricing models. Studying
the standard time separable power utility model, Ghosh et ai. (2016) show that the
pricing kernel satisfies the Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) bound for large values of
the risk aversion coefficient applying their methodology. They consider more genera! mo deis of dynamic eco no mies such as models ofhabit formation, long run risks
and complementarities in consumption. In these applications they observe that the
13

estimated stochastic discount factor implied by the mo deis require implausibly high
leveis of risk aversion to satisfy their entropy bounds, usually ali understate the market crash risk and ali are poorly correlated with the filtered stochastic discount factor.2

The model proposed by Ghosh et ai. (2016) have five main advantages. First, it is
a model that can be used to extract information not only from options, but also from
any type of financiai asset. Second, the estimated pricing kernel from their model
explore information of financiai data and aggregate consumption. Third, the reJative entropy extraction ofthe stochastic discount factor is akin to a non-parametric
maximum likelihood procedure and provides an estima te of its time series. Fourth,
this methodology does not consider only the second moment, but also ali higher
moments. Fifth, the authors argue that it is a method with considerable generality
despite the restriction imposed in the stochastic discount facto r, which must have a
observable anda possibly unobservable components.

a Standard Assumptions
We consider an economy similar to the one presented by Almeida and Garcia
(2012); Ghosh et ai. (2016). Thus, suppose that assets are purchased ata certain pe-

riod t and the payoffs are realized at period T > t. Define r r as the sigma -algebra
that represents the information at time T and L2 the space of ali integrable random
variable that are measurable with respect to f r. Considera set ofn primitive securities whose payoffs are represented by x

E

IR". Define as a payoff any function p

E L2

obtained as a element of:

P

such that x

E

= {x ·c: c E IR"},

L2 and JE[xxi] a nonsingular second moment matrix. Then, we can

guarantee that the Law ofOne Price is satisfied for every p E P and the pricing func2 The stochastic discount factors obtained non-parametrically are called the filtered stochastic discount factor by Ghosh et ai. (2016). They also obtain its components for the risk aversion coefficient
equalized to 10.
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tional1r is continuous and linear on P which can be written as:
1r(p) = 1r(c · x) =c· q,

where c E IR" is the only portfolio that replicates the payoff p.
An admissible stochastic discount factor will be a random variable m E L2 that

correctly prices asset payoffs p E P such that:
7r(p) = JE[m. p].

(1)

The Riesz representation theorem guarantees the existence of at least one stochastic discount factor. Under no arbitrage hypothesis, to guarantee that the variable
m E L2 satisfies Equation (1) it is sufficient to have that:

q=lE[m·x].

(2)

For the empirical application, we consider that Equation (2) is valid to each period t for the sequence {(m1, x 1 , q1)} (Hansen and Jagannathan, 1997).

b Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) Distance
An asset pricing mo de! y will approximate an admissible stochastic discount factor described as 7ry(P)

=

JE[y · p] with a pricing error given by 1r(p) - 1ry(p). Therefore,

we characterize an asset pricing model as misspecified if there is not a parameter

BE

e such that:

q = JE[y(B) · x].

(3)

Given a proxy asset pricing model y(B), parameterized by a vector ofparameters

e E Rk, Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) measure the degree of misspecification considering a least-squares criterion. Theyuse a least-squares projection of y( B) in to the
space of ali admissible stochastic discount factors defined as M. Thus, their mis-
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specification criterion is given by:

oHJ(e?

=

min IIm- y(O)II

mEAf

=

min IE{(m- y(O)n.

(4)

mEM

As m E lvi can be interpreted as m E L 2 satisfying Equation (1) for the specific set
ofprimitive securities, Equation (4) can be described as:

oHJ(()) 2 = min2 JE{(m- y(0)) 2 } s.t. q = 1r(x)
mEL

=

JE[m · x].

(5)

Using the Lagrange multipliers the problem becomes:

(6)

Fixing the Lagrange multiplier and solving the minimization problem on m, Hansen
and Jagannathan (1997) obtained the following dual optimization problem:

(7)

The solution o f the optimization problem described by Equation (8) is given by:

(8)
To estimate the parameter vector (), Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) suggest to
estima te it by solving the following problem:

arg minoER' oH J (O)

(9)

as an alternative to the GMM estimator (Hansen, 1982) which would be obtained
from the following equation:
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argminoER•g(li)' · W · g(li),

(10)

where g(li) = lE{y(O) ·x} represents the momentconditions, and W is an n symmetric
positive definite matrix that might depend on the sample observations.
It is important to observe that the GMM estimator and the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) estimator are special cases of minimum distance estimators with a
quadratic norm. The difference between them is that while the weight matrix W presented in the GMM estimator will depend on the particular asset pricing model y
adopted as proxy, the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) estimator has a weight matrixinvariant to the asset pricing proxy. To observe the importance of this difference,
consider the case which the GMM criterion is used to select among possibly misspecified models. Since g( li) is the pricing errar, the GMM metric will weight pricing
errors differently across models. If the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) estimator
is applied, the pricing errors weights will not change with the asset pricing model
chosen. As Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) show, this is a crucial advantage of their
methodology in relation to GMM estimator. It allows the researcher compare different possible misspecified asset pricing models.

c Entropy Bounds
c.1 Almeida and Garcia (2012)

Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) pro pose a measure of misspecification which is
mainly related to the second moment of payoffs that compose the basis asset returns of the economy analyzed. Aiming to build a measure that assigns different set
of weights on higher moments of stochastic discount factors, Almeida and Garcia
(2012)

propose a metric of misspecification that is robust to the choice of the pay-

offs moments. Almeida and Garcia (2012) consider the Cressie-Read family of discrepancy functions to generalize the entropy estimators used to access how a model
is misspecified, i. e., to define a criterion of distance between y( li) and the set M of
17

stochastic discount factors. An element of the Cressie-Read family is described as:

m>+ 1 -1
rjJ(m) = 'Y('Y + 1)

(11)

where, for,= -1 or, =O, rjJ(m) = -ln(m) and rjJ(m) = nln(m) respectively (representing, respectively, the Empirical Likelihood estimator (EL) and the Exponential
Tilting estimator (ET)), since these are the limits ofthe function when rjJ(.) converges
to -1 andO.

Fixing the parameter 'Y· the misspecification of the model y( B) will be defined as:
o~(B)

= minE{rjJ(l+m-y(B))}

(12)

mE AI

Observing Equation (11) it is possible to observe that the population moment
determined by 1 will be considered in the misspecification measure of Almeida and
Garcia (2012). Defining1 = 1, the measure based onEquation (11) is a generalization
of the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance. Almeida and Garcia (2012) show
that accounting for different moments different from the second might be useful.
Cases where y( B) depends on the basis assets of the economy non-linearly or when
the asset have non-gaussian payoffs represent situations that considering different
population moments can bring relevant information to identify the misspecification
ofamodel.
As Almeida and Garcia (20 12) observe, using the Cressie-Read family is useful
since it allows a dual formulation that provides a simple solution to the problem described by Equation (12). Dueto this dual formulation, as in the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance solution, the variable m E L2 that solves Equation (12) can
obtained from a n-dimensional vector o f Lagrange multipliers (Almeida and Garcia,
2012).

Therefore, consider the convex conjugate of rjJ(-) called r/J*O such that:

rjJ*(b) = sup m'b- rjJ(l- m- y(B)).
mEL2
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As Borwein and Lewis (1991) show, the dual program ofEquation (12) is given by
max.~e~n >.' q- E[<P*(>.' x)].

Through this finding ofBorwein and Lewis (1991), Almeida

and Garcia (2012) compute 67 as:

'

'

ll7 (1i)=maxÀq-lE

{('y>.'x)~
1

.\El'l"

+1

'
+(y(!i)-1)>.x+
( 1
1 1

)} .

+1

(13)

Applying misspecified models to price assets have its difficulties since these frameworks are associated with pricing errors. Therefore, aiming to use a misspecified
asset pricing model to this purpose, Almeida and Garcia (2012) offer an interesting
alternative. First fix a measure of misspecification and then find the parameter e
that minimize it. Almeida and Garcia (2012), therefore, obtain e using the following
framework:

O*= argminó(O)
UES

It is important to observe that in correctly specified mo deis Ois an elemento f the

parametric space (8) that correctly price the asset which is invariant with the choice
of the measure used to define if the mo dei is misspecified or not. Nonetheless, if the
mo dei is misspecified, then O* will depend on the choice o f the measure.
To estimate e, Almeida and Garcia (20 12) suppose the existence of a time series o f
returns ({R1}f=1), which by definition the price is 1, and a time series of explicative
variables of {y1(0)}L. Thus, Almeida and Garcia (2012) estimate O* associated to a
measure of misspecification using the following equation:

T

1
' R,)}.
O= argmin>. 1n- L -{q)*(>.
T
A

'

0E8

(14)

t=l

The asymptotic properties of this estimator are obtained by Almeida and Garcia
(20 12)

considering that the mo deis are misspecified. This methodology provides an

adjustment summing nonlinear functions of the basis asset returns in the objective
function when compared to the previously methods build to measure misspecifi19

cation of asset pricing models. Almeida and Garcia (2016) use this methodology to
build bounds that are used to analyze the performance of asset pricing models. Their
stochastic discount factor bounds is defined as:

(15)

1

T

T 2: mt(Rt- RJ) =O
t=l

1

T

rl:mt = 1/Rt
t=l

mt > O '11t

Almeida and Garcia (2012) show an equivalence between this framework and
other that corrects the model through a multiplicative adjustment. In this case the
adjustment over an asset pricing model y(()) can be characterized by a random variable m such that JE{ m}

=

1 and:

JE{ my(O)x}

= q.

From this equation, considering that m can be interpreted as a Radon-Nikodym
deriva tive if the adjust is absolutely continuous, Equation (16) can be written as
(Ghosh et ai. (2016) also do it)

JE"'(y((J)x]

=

q.

(16)

Once againAlmeida and Garcia (2012) apply the Cressie-Read family of discrepancy functions to measure misspecification. They define the size of the multiplicative adjustment as JE{ ,P(m)}, where ,P(.) is a multiplicative function and convex (then,

JE{ ,P(m)}

~

rf>(JE{m}) = O), and li(()) is the measure of misspecification which is de-

fined as:
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minlE[ql(m)]

&(li)

(17)

m?:O

JE[my( li)x] = q
JE[m] = 1
(18)

Therefore, o(li) is the least adjustment require to correct the mo de!. If the mo de!
is correctly specified, then m = 1 is feasible and the distance of y( li) is zero in the true
value of O. Ifthe model is misspecified, the distance will be positive and will consider
the population moment defined by 1 in the Cressie-Read function optimized. This
optimization problem is solved as:

.

&(li)

mm
m;::::o

L~- 1 [1>(m,)]

(19)

T

L~- 1 [m 1 y(t, li)x 1]
=q
T
T

Lm1 =1
t=l

(20)
In this model, the purpose it isto identify the estimative

e• which is obtained as

li* = argminoEe &(li) and from this optimization problem it is found that:3

*

m =

• '
) lh
( !(;,,.)(y(li*)x-q)+1
---.~-"----------'---c-:--,

JE [ ( 1

c;;. )'(u(li*)x- q) + 1t~]

(21)

where a* E JR» (which is a function of li*) is the solution to the dual problem of the
entropy minimization problem in Equation (19) as Kitamura (2006) show. This problem is given by:
3Almeida and Garcia (2012) also derive the asymptotic properties of the estimator o f Oconsidering
the model misspecified in the multiplicative adjustment case.
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n

a'= arg aER.n
min- "'log(1 +a' (m,y(t, 11)x1))
~

(22)

t=l

Almeida and Garcia (2016) use this methodology to build entropy bounds aiming
to diagnose and to analyze asset pricing modelso They use this methodology to generalize entropy bounds and to show how parameters affect pricing kernel dispersion
in asset pricing modelso These methodology is useful to distinguish between models
where dispersion comes mainly from skewness and kurtosis in the distribution of the
stochastic discount factoro Almeida and Garcia (2016) provide bounds that impose a
data-driven balance between the amount of skewness and kurtosis that any admissible pricing kernel should satisfyo

c.2 Ghosh et al. (2016)
Ghosh et al. (2016) present a similar methodology in comparison to the one proposed by Almeida and Garcia (20 12) o To build their methodology, it is necessary to
suppose that the model is correctly specifiedo Ghosh et al. (2016) also consider in
their method only the models that the stochastic discount facto r can be factorized as
an observable part and other part that can be unobservableo In this scenario they
will be able to describe their methodology which imposes more restrictions than
Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) bound, however allows them to obtain bounds for
the stochastic discount factors with higher information content than the commonly
usedoneso
DefineM as the stochastic discount factor such as M

=

z(11) o'1/J, where z(11) fol-

lows the same properties of y( 11) presented in the methodology of Almeida and Garcia
(2012) (in other words, this variable it is the observable part) and 'ljJ it is the potentially unobservable component. 4 Thus, for any set of tradable asset, the following
restriction based on Euler equations must hold in equilibrium:

4 Ghosh

et ai. (2016) consider z(B) stricly positiveo
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O= IE[z(O),PRe] = JEV'[z(O)R"]
where Re

E

(23)

lR" is a vector of excess returns on different tradable assets.

Then, given a set of consumption and asset returns data, for any O, it is possible
to estimate the probability measure 1J! as follows:

1]!*

= argm_JnD(wJIP) = argmJn

f ~=dP

s.t. O= JE>I>[z(O)Re]

(24)

or

1]!*

= argn~nD(P[[w) = argmJn f~; In ~;dP s.t.

O= IE'"[z(O)Re]

(25)

where the above equations are the relative entropy (or Kul!back-Leibler Information
Criterion (KLIC)) minimization under the restrictions derived from the Euler equations.

It is important to note that the above equations are representations ofboth the EL

estimator and the ET estimator respectively. Solving the problem of Equations (24)
and (25), Ghosh et ai. (2016) characterize an elemento f the sequence {,U1}{= 1 as:
a) From Equation (24):

,V*1

1

-

T (1 + Ã(O)' z(O, t)R;')

(26)

where À( O) E lR" is the solution to the dual problem o f the entropy minimization
problem in Equation (24) which is analogous to Equation (22).
b) From Equation (25):

,v;=

~xp{Ã(0)z(B, t)R;'}
1
Lt=l exp{À(O)z(O, t)RD
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(27)

where li(li) E JRn is the solution to the dual problem of the entropy minimization
problem in Equation (25) which is analogous to Equation (22).
This approach also allows to recover the riskneutral probability measure (Ql from
the data as (Stutzer, 1995):

Q*

= argminqD(PIIQ) = argminq f

In

~~dP

s.t. O= f

R~dQ = lEQ[R~]

(28)

and

Q'

.
. fdQ dQ
= argmmqD(QIIP)
= argmznq
dP In dPdP s.t.

O= lEQ[R~]

(29)

where Q and P are absolutely continuous. 5
Based on the relative entropy estimation o f the stochastic discount facto r and its
component ,P described previously. Ghosh et a!. (20 16) derive a set o f entropy bounds
for the stochastic discount factor, M and its components. Their bounds are defined
as:
Definition 1 (Q-bounds) Ghosh et al. (2016) define the following risk neutra/ prob-

ability bounds for any candidate stochastic discount facto r 1111 as:
1. Q1-bound:

D

(PII~) =f -In ~dP ~ D(PIIQ')

(30)

where Q' solves Equation (28),
2. Q2-bound: (Stutzer, 1995)
5 0bserve

that Equation (28) is the EL estimation procedure to obtain the risk neutra! probability
measure and the Equation (29) represents the ET estimation framework.
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D

(!Vft
IIP) =f lVf'
In"!'
dP >
D(Q*IIP)
M
M
M
-

(31)

where Q* solves Equation (29).
In this definition Ghosh et al. (2016) consider that M, = z(B, t) ·</>, where z(B, t) is a
known non nega tive function of observable variables and the parameter vectore, and
</>, is a potentially unobservable component.
Definition 2 (M-bounds) For any candidate stochastic discount facto r ofthe form
M, = z(B, t) · </>t>

and given any choice ofthe parameter vector e, Ghosh et al. (2016)

define the following bounds:
1.

M1-bound:

D

(P[[lVf') =f-In lVf'dP > D (PIIz(B,t)1>i) =f-In z(B,t)1>i dP
M

M

-

z(B, t)</>i

where 1>* solves Equation (23) and z(B, t),p;

z(B, t)</>i

(32)

= JE[z(B, t)1)!;].

2. M2-bound:

D

("~' IIP) =f A~, In"!' dP > D (z(B, t)</>i IIP) =f z(B, t)</>i In z(O, t)</>i dP
M

M

M

-

z(B, t)</>i

where 1>* solves Equation (24).
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z(B, t)</>i

z(B, t)</>i

(33)

d Comparison Between the Methodologies
d.l

Comparing the Entropy Bounds and the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance

As mentioned in the Subsection (b), the methodology ofHansen and Jagannathan
(1997) to assess misspecification in an asset pricing model is based on a least-square
criterion observing only the second moment between ali the elements ofthe stochastic discount facto r set anda proxy of asset pricing mo de! (y( ll)l as described by Equation (34). Therefore, in this framework occurs:

OHJ(IIJZ = min2 IE{(m- y(ll)jZ} s.t. q = rr(x) = IE[m · x].
mEL

Observing this equation an comparing to the results o f Almeida and Garcia (2012)
we can observe that indeed the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance is obtained
from the Cressie-Read family. Fixing 1 = 1, the measure based on Equation (11)
(which is the function that described the Cressie-Read family of discrepancy functions) is a generalization of the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance. The difference betweenA!meida and Garcia (2012) and Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) is that
the first accounts for higher moments changing the value o f I· That is why Almeida
and Garcia (2012) provi de a general o version ofHansen and Jagannathan (1997) distance.

Expanding the method provided by Almeida and Garcia (2012), Almeida and Garcia (20 16) measure the importance o f each momento f the pricing kernel to the overall model discrepancy. Each member of the Cressie Read family will give different
weights to the moments of a pricing kernel, thus they argue that it might help to distinguish between different asset pricing models. Almeida and Garcia (2016) use a
Taylor expansion to observe it based on the work of Backus et ai. (2011) which verify the relevance o f analyzing the entropy of a pricing kernel through the cumulantgenerating function.

Through the Taylor expansion applíed in the expected value o f 1>( m)
26

=

m(~~~+~;;'

around the stochastic discount factor mean a, Almeida and Garcia (2016) identify
the role played by each moment. They consider .P(a) =O, .P'(m.) = ":,", .P"(m.) = m."-1,

.P"'(m.)

= ('Y-

1)m."- 2

... ,

and Taylor expanding q, and taking expectations on both

sides they obtain:

(34)

lE(</>(m))

Therefore, the weights that Almeida and Garcia (2016) obtain to skewness and
kurtosis are respectively h-l;t"-' and b-l)b4[ 2)a"-

3
•

These results imply that for 'Y

dose to one, the discrepancy functions do not capture much o f the higher moment
activity of pricing kernels. Once the value o f 'Y become more nega tive the skewness
and kurtosis receive considerable weights in the expansion.
Another important finding related to Equation (34) is the relative weights that are
assigned to skewness and kurtosis by different Cressie Read functions. Note that for
values of-y such that -2 < 'Y < 1 the weightgiven to kurtosis is smaller than the corresponding weight given to skewness. Now, observing values of 'Y that are less than -2,
the discrepancy function assigns more weight to kurtosis rather than to skewness.
As Almeida and Garcia (2016) observe, even higher-moments receive more absolute
weight than their corresponding odd higher-moments in this region o f 'Y.
Ghosh et ai. (2016) also have some similarities to the work of Hansen and Jagannathan (1997). Comparing the constraint of Equation (34) it is possible to observe
that this is the same constraint used to build Ghosh et ai. (2016) risk neutra! entropy
bounds (defined by D(PIIQ)). However, the nature of the minimization is different
since in the methodology of Ghosh et ai. (2016) is obtained the most likely pricing
kernel, while the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) approach is found an m. that minimizes the second moment of the deviation from the candidate stochastic discount
facto r.
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Therefore, there is an interesting conceptual difference between the Hansen and
Jagannathan (1997) distance and the risk neutral D(PIIQ) bound. While the Hansen
and Jagannathan (1997) obtain the minimum adjustment that makes y(())-

XR~

an

admissible stochastic discount factor based on a least square metric, Ghosh et ai.
(2016) identifies the most likely stochastic discount factor given the data and offers
it as a benchmark to which a candidate stochastic discount facto r y( !!) can be compareci.
As Ghosh et ai. (2016) observe, their entropy bounds focus on the space of distribution functions. Due to the one to one mapping relation between distributions
and moments generating functions, their proposed bounds carry information that is
related not only about second moments, but also about ali the other moments of the
stochastic discount factors. As skewness, kurtosis, tail probabilities etc. are relevant
for asset pricing, Ghosh et ai. (2016) argue that this a crucial advantage oftheir models.
Ghosh et ai. (2016) consider the risk neutra! entropy Q1-bound which, given a
candidate stochastic discount factor M, this defines the entropy distance:

dq 1 = D (PIIQ) - D (P[[M1)

where Q solves Equation and Ghosh et ai. (2016) have normalized M, to have unit
mean to simplify the exposition.
As Ghosh et ai. (2016) consider, this distance must be non-positive for the candidate stochastic discount facto r M 1 to satisfy the Q1-bound. Defining [j the minimum
entropy stochastic discount factor that the bound identifies, the above distance can
be rewritten as:

dq 1 =In E [exp{lnq1}[-lnE [exp{lnMt}]
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+f lnM,dP- f lnfitdP,

where they consider by construction IE[M1]

= IE[q] = 1.

Ghosh et ai. (2016) also ob-

serve that the relative entropy minimization identifies an admissible stochastic discount factor in the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) sense.
Applying the cumulant expansion approach of Backus et ai. (2011), Ghosh et ai.
(2016) show the connection between their bounds and the second Hansen and Ja-

gannathan (1997) distance. To present it, consider the cumulant generating function
of a random variable In x, as:

k"(s)

=

lnlE [exp{s lnx 1}]

and, with appropriate regularity conditions, it admits the power series expansion:

oo

k"(s)

=

sJ

I.>hJ.
j=l

where the j-th cumulant, "i' is the j-th derivative ohj(s) evaluated at s =O as Ghosh
et ai. (2016) describe. For instance, iflnx,

K~ =

o-;, ~>'J> 2 =

~

N(Jlx, o-;), itis possible to define ~>i = Jlx,

O. Thus, dq1 and D ( P]]QJ) can be written as:

and
r/i
D (P]]Q) = 2:

r/i

K,q

+ 3f + 4f + ...

(36)

Thus, Ghosh et ai. (2016) observe that the first term in the infinite sums presented
in Equation (36) captures the Gaussian terms of the distributions, while the other
terms represent the nonnormal elements. This means that while the Hansen and
Jagannathan (1997) distance only taking into account the second moments deviations, the entropy bounds developed by Ghosh et ai. (2016) looks at ali the moments
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of the candidate stochastic discount facto r as the methodology of Almeida and Garcia (2016).

The ide a o f minimum adjustment ofHansen andJagannathan (1997) is also strongly
connected to Ghosh et a!. (2016) bounds. Defining M,

=

z(B, t)'lj,,, they observe that

the 1/,* identified by their M1 bound is similar to the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997)
distance since in the entropy sense it provides the minimum adjustment that would
make z( e, t),P, and admissible stochastic discount facto r. Ghosh et al. (2016) also verify that while their bounds take into account all possible moments, the method of
Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) only focuses in the second moment. Ghosh et al.
(2016) perform the same calculation presented in the analysis of the Q1 bound to
verify how the M1 bound considers higher moments o f the candidate stochastic discount factor.

d.Z Comparing the Entropy Bounds

Initially, comparing both methodologies, we must observe the difference between
them in the assumptions considered. While Almeida and Garcia (2012) provide a
manner to correct misspecified problems, Ghosh et al. (2016) consider the model
correctly specified. Another important difference is that Ghosh et al. (2016) restrict
their method to analyze models which the stochastic discount factor can be factorized as an observable part and other part that can be unobservable. Another important difference is the number os estimators accounted for in both methodologies.
Almeida and Garcia (20 12) use different estimators of the Cressie-Read family while
Ghosh et al. (2016) apply the EL and ET as estimators for their bounds.
To compare both approaches, we focus our attention only in the EL estimator of
both models since the analysis performed to observe the equivalence o f both models is similar for the ETestimator used by Almeida and Garcia (2012) and Ghosh et al.
(2016). It is important to observe that the estimators used in Ghosh et al. (2016)
are the limiting cases of the distance criterion used by Almeida and Garcia (20 12),
since this fact allows us to discuss how general it is the Almeida and Garcia (20 12)
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approach.
Aiming to observe the equivalence between the two methodologies, initially observe that the moment condition considered by Almeida and Garcia (2012) in the
multiplica tive adjustment is JE(my( O)x] = q. Define Re as the vector o f excess return.
Here we also use the fact that JE[m] = 1 and the result follows from JE[my( O) Rf] = 1,
where Ri is the risk-free rate. Thus, it is possible to rewrite this moment condition
as:

lE[my(O)Re] =O

(37)

From the result of Kitamura (2006) and applying the definitions of the mo de! presented by Almeida and Garcia (20 12), the EL estimato r o f m (which here we define as
m*), considering Equation (37) as the moment condition, is given by:

m;(e)

=

T (1+

a(O~'y(e, t)RD

(38)

where the variables follow the definitions presented in Subsection (b).

Analyzing Equation (38), it is possible to observe that this equation is equivalent
to Equation (26) which is the EL estimator obtained by Ghosh et ai. (2016). Using
a similar argument, it is straightforward to show that the same equivalence is valid
to the ET estimators found be both methodologies. As the Ghosh et ai. (2016) only
accounts for the EL and ET estimators, this framework is equivalent to the limiting
cases ofthe framework provided by Almeida and Garcia (2012).
Finally, we observe that the method of Almeida and Garcia (2012) is a generalization of the framework provided by Ghosh et ai. (2016). Almeida and Garcia (2012)
present a manner to estimate the admissible stochastic discount factor generalizing
the entropy estimators used to identify the misspecification o f the asset pricing modeis. This methodology includes the EL and ET estimators since it uses the CressieRead family to define its criterion of misspecification.
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Almeida and Garcia (2016) use the methodology developed by Almeida and Garcia (2012) to build bounds and to provide diagnoses of certain dynamic asset pricing
models. They apply this methodology to analyze the long-run risk model of Bansal
and Yaron (2004). Calibrating the modelas Bansal and Yaron (2004), Almeida and
Garcia (2016) first observe if the model attends their frontiers using a set of value
and size portfolios. Theyverify that the model passes the market frontier for ali values of p, however it stays outside of the six-portfolio frontiers for ali the values o f
p. Ghosh et ai. (2016) also apply their methodology to estimate bounds analyzing

the long-run risk framework developed by Bansal and Yaron (2004). The equivalence
between their frameworks is presented by their similar results related to Bansal and
Yaron (2004) model.

3 Rare Events Hypothesis
In this chapter we initially present how the rare events hypothesis are considered
in certain frameworks to provide an explanation of the EPP. We also discuss the limitations of the models based on the rare events hypothesis. The next step that we
adopt is to present the disaster model of Barro (2006) in order to study the application o f the stochastic discount facto r bounds presented to analyze this methodology.
We focus in the Barro (2006) approach since the bounds that are applied to study
disaster mo deis focus mainly in this approach. Thus, we present a detailed literature
review on the application of the bounds in diagnosing the disaster model of Barro
(2006).

The EPP is the contradictory difference observed between the average excess of
return on the U.S. stock market relative to the one-month Treasury bill (i.e., the
risk premium), which has been about 7% per year over the last century, and the results obtained from the representative agent mo de! with time-separable CRRA utility
when this model is calibrated to match micro evidence on households' risk attitude,
time-series properties of consumption growth and asset returns. As in the representative agent model the results indicate a risk premium less than 1%, the discrepancy
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between this finding and the evidence obtained from the U.S. stock market data generates the EPP (Mehra and Prescott, 1985).
Pioneered by Rietz (1988) and revived by a growing literature (Barro, 2006; Gabaix,
2012), the rare events hypothesis emerged to rationalize the EPP. As Julliard and Ghosh
(2012) explain this hypothesis, consider that in every state there is an ex ante small
probability of an extreme stock market crash and economic downturn. In this case
risk-averse investors demanda high equity premium to compensate the extreme
losses that can occur in these unlikely, but severe, states. In finite sample, if these bad
states occur with a frequency lower than their true probability, ex post realized risk
premia will be high; in other words, equity owners will be compensated by crashes
and disasters that do not occur in the sample period. Therefore, for the economists,
investors will appear irrational since their risk aversion is overestimate and the consumption risk is underestimated.
Thus, the EPP can be explained by assigning higher probabilities to bad states.
There are some works that pursue a response to the EPP using this theoretical background. Barro (2006) review the rare events hypothesis and use it to explain the discrepancies observed between the U.S. stock market data (and also other countries)
and the results obtained by the representative agent model usually applied in the literature. As Barro (2006) describes, they calibrate the representative agent framework
with disaster probabilities from the twentieth century global history, especially the
contractions o f the World War I, the Great Depression and the World War II.
Barro (2006) argue that the main criticism related to the work o f Rietz (1988) is related to the belief that its theory is based on counterfactually high probabilities and
size of eco no mies disasters. Thus, an important analysis that they perform to justify
their calibration is measure the frequency and sizes of the international economic
disasters described previously. With this measures they can justify the magnitude of
the calibrated disaster probabilities. Barro (2006) find evidence that this theory explains the EPP. 6
6 Barro (2006) also conclude that the rare events hypothesís can explaín other asset-pricíngpuzzles
as the RFRP found by Weil (1989).
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In line with the work of Barro (2006), Gabaix (2012) also shows evidence that the
rare events hypothesis can be used to provide a better understanding about certain
asset-pricing puzzles. Gabaix (2012) proposes a model with a variable-severity version of the rare disasters hypothesis. Usually in the literature the rare events hypothesis is formulated with constant severity of disasters as Barro (2006) do. However,
as Gabaix (2012) explains, assuming constant severity of disasters imp!ies that the
framework does not account for key features of asset markets, such as volatile pricedividend ratios for stocks, volatile bond risk premia, and return predictability.
Adapting the model to variable-severity of disasters, Gabaix (2012) can study the
effect of time-varying disaster severity on the príces of stocks and bonds as well as on
the predictability of their returns. He observes that many asset-pricing puzzles can
be qualitatively understood through his methodology. Through a calibration procedure, Gabaix (20 12) also verifies that real and nominal variables are sufficiently
sensitive to disasters.
As Barro (2006) and Gabaix (20 12), Julliard and Ghosh (20 12) analyze if the EPP
can be explained by the rare events hypothesis. Since to solve the EPP the rare events
hypothesis implies that the probability of the disaster has to be increased, Julliard
and Ghosh (20 12) apply an information-theoretic alternative to the Generalize Method
ofMoments (GMM) usuallyused to estima te the Consumption-CAPM. Theyuse this
methodology because it allows them to impose less restrictions in the probability of
each state than the GMM.
The information-theoretic estimators that Julliard and Ghosh (2012) use are the
Empirical Likelihood (EL) and Bayesian Exponentially Tilted Empirical Likelihood
(BETEL) which are methods that are solved as a nonparametric maximum likelihood.
Instead of assuming a parametric distribution for the data, the value o f the probability mass at each sample is treated as a variable to be estimated as Julliard and Ghosh
(2012) describe. They show that these statistical methodologies provide the necessary correction to the probabilities of each state to simulate the disasters hypothesis
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as the rare events hypothesis predicts.
Julliard and Ghosh (2012) argue that if a certain sample has a frequency of economic disasters lower than their true probability, the GMM estimators will rationalize the realized risk premium with a higher risk aversion coefficient. Observe that
restricting the probability of each state equalizing it with the sample frequencies as
the GMM does will imply in the EPP according to the rare events hypothesis. Therefore, Julliard and Ghosh (20 12) use an estimator that relaxes the constraint imposed
by the GMM and has results that corroborates the rare event hypothesis to verify if it
can explain the EPP.
The first finding of Julliard and Ghosh (20 12) is to estima te the consumption Euler equation for the equity risk premium allowing the probabilities related to different states differ from their sample properties. Estimating the Consumption-CAPM
they still reject it by the data, since their results ask a very high levei o f risk aversion
to rationalize the stock market risk premium. Using data from sizes of the economic
contractions and stock market returns during disasters, they identify that the disasters present in the world data do not offer support for the rare events hypothesis.
Julliard and Ghosh (20 12) show that disasters should be happening evety 6-10 years,
while the usual calibration frequency is a disaster every fifty nine years.
Through an innovative approach, Julliard and Ghosh (2012) use their estimators
to build nonparametrically the rare events distribution needed to rationalize the EPP
with low risk aversion. They also generate counterfactual histories of the data that
have the same length as the historical time series. Julliard and Ghosh (20 12) find that
the puzzle itself would be very unlikely to happen using their counterfactual time
series. For them, this indicates that if one believes that the rare events hypothesis
explain the EPP, one is willing to believe that the puzzle itself is a rare event.
Another result analyzed by Julliard and Ghosh (2012) is whether rare events can
rationalize the poor performance of the Consumption-CAPM in pricing the crosssection of asset returns. They observe that using their fi·amework to build the proba-
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bility distribution that solves the EPP through the rare events hypothesis worsen the
ability of the Consumption-CAPM to explain the cross-section of stock returns. Julliard and Ghosh (2012) justify this result explaining that to solve the EPP they have
to assign higher probabilities to bad states. Doing it, they also assign more weight to
states that present low consumptiongrowths (since bad states are recessions usually)
and ali assets in the cross-section tend to yield low returns, reducing the dispersion
of consumption risk across assets, jeopardizing the performance o f the framework.
Therefore, through a methodology that is used to build the bounds o f Ghosh et ai.
(2016), Julliard and Ghosh (2012) verify that the EPP is hardly explained by the rare
events hypothesis. Their conclusion implies that the model of Barro (2006) do not
solve the EPP with their distribution of consumption drop. To guarantee that the
rare events hypothesis provide an explanation to the EPP, Julliard and Ghosh (2012)
find that is necessary a large drop in the consumption of the economy. Howevet; this
drop is not observed in the data usually considered in the literature. Despíte the evidence presented by Barro (2006); Gabaíx (20 12) that the rare events hypothesis can
explain the EPP, Julliard and Ghosh (20 12) argue in the opposite direction using a
similar structure to the bounds of Ghosh et ai. (2016). In the next step ofthis paper,
we provide a wider discussion on the application of entropy bounds to diagnose the
framework ofBarro (2006).

a Disaster Model
Barro (2006) presents a model where a disaster-like drop in aggregate consumption growth implies in a large equity premium and describes other non-normal features of asset returns. The left tail of the probability distribution is calibrated using
international evidence of large drops in consumption growth around the world. In
this framework, the distribution of consumption growth has a gaussian component
anda jump component translating in non-normal asset returns. Thus, the logarithm
of consumption growth is described as:
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9t+l

= 1/t+l + Jt+l

(39)

where 17tH is the normal component N (JL, a- 2 ) and J1+1 is a Poisson mixture of normais. Define j as the number of jumps which takes integer values with probabilities
exp{

-r}:;;, where r is the jump intensity. Also consider J normal conditionally on
1

the number ofjumps (J1Ij ~ N(ja,jÀ 2 )).
In this framework (Barro, 2006; Almeida and Garcia, 2016), the logarithm ofthe
stochastic discount facto r with power utility is:

log1nt+1 = log,B- (9tH

(40)

where ( is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Therefore, the mean o f the stochastic discount factor is:

b Application o f the Stochastic Discount Factor Bounds to Analyze
the Disaster Model
Almeida and Garcia (20 16) use their methodology to compute entropy bounds for
the disaster model as well. They compute the Cressie-Read bounds with the returns
on the S&P 500 index and equity options strategies on this index. As the left tail o f the
option return should be affected by large drops in consumption, the disaster model
proposed by Barro (2006) should be able to price these derivatives portfolios. Thus,
Almeida and Garcia (2016) provide bounds based on the Cressie-Read discrepancy
functions considering different values o f I·
Varying the magnitude of the disaster, Almeida and Garcia (2016) observe that
the disaster mo dei is admissible for quadratic bound ('y = 1). However, this is not
the case for the entropy bounds where 1

=
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Oand 1

= -1.

This finding is justified by

analyzing the Taylor expansions of Subsection (d.1). Through it, Almeida and Garcia (2016) observe that the more negative the 'Y the higher (in absolute value) are the
negative weights given to skewness ofthe model implied pricing kernel. Having negative values o f mean size of disaster jump risk (ex) generates more positive skewness
on the pricing kernel making it harder for the model, for a fixed value of ex, to pass
the frontiers for more negative values of 'Y as Almeida and Garcia (20 16) note.
Almeida and Garcia (2016) also vary the risk aversion parameters of the representative investor in the spirit of Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) to see how their
methodology performs to diagnose the disaster mo dei. They observe that the quadratic
bound ('Y = 1) is admissible for any value ofthe risk aversion parameter above 5. As
they lower the value of 'Y• which makes the bound more restrictive, they increase
the value of risk aversion parameter at which the model becomes admissible. Once
again analyzing the Taylor expansion of Subsection (d.1), Almeida and Garcia (2016)
verify that increasing the risk-aversion coefficients strongly contributes to raise the
skewness of the pricing kernel. As skewness receive a negative weight for 'Y = -1 and
'Y

= O, it becomes harder to the model to pass their bounds for more negative values

o f 'Y for a fixed value o f risk-aversion coefficient.
This methodology that considers the disaster Poisson model has shown that a
large drop in consumption growth will a make a consumption-based asset pricing
model easily admissible considering the bounds ofHansen andJagannathan (1991).
However, tighter bounds capturing higher moments of the basis asset returns with
some non-normalities in returns impose more stringent conditions on the admissibility of the model as Almeida and Garcia (2016) verify. There are other papers
that analyze the disaster model of Barro (2006), such as Backus et ai. (2011) and Liu
(2015), using generalized entropy bounds which observe similar findings as the ones
presented by Almeida and Garcia (2016) considering index option returns.
Backus et ai. (20 11) also analyze the performance of disaster models. Aiming to
diagnose models such as the one developed by Barro (2006), they use index option
returns to obtain information about extreme events. Equity index options are a use-
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fui source of information as Backus et a!. (2011) observe, beca use their price reveal
how market participants value extreme events whether they happen in the analyzed
sample or not. As the issue isto find the shape ofthe left tail ofthe probability distribution ofthe consumption growth, Backus et a!. (2011) use the information obtained
through equity index options to observe ifwhat the distribution that they estima te is
compatible with the one estimated from macroeconomic data.
They study a framework of the macro-finance literature based on consumption
growth and compare it with an approach of the option-pricing literature aiming to
obtain a better understanding of how disasters can be modeled. The difficulty of
Backus et a!. (20 11) work lies in linking the risk-neutral distribution o f equity returns
implied by options to the true distribution of consumption growth in order to compare models based on consumption and option data to provi de a diagnose of them.
They connect pricing kernel to a concept of entropy to relate the risk-neutral distribution to the true distribution of consumption growth. Their entropy bounds are
derived by Bansal and Lehmann (1997); Alvarez and Jermann (2005).
As Backus et a!. (20 11) note, using entropy as a concept o f dispersion in studies
of disasters allow them to account for properties of returns that are difficult to explain in lognormal framework. In their setting, Backus et a!. (2011) perform three
analysis. In the first one they compare pricing kernels obtained from macro-finance
and option-pricing models. Then, in the second they compare option prices derived
from a macro-finance model to those that are observe. Finally, in the third analysis,
Backus et a!. (20 11) compare the distribution of consumption growth derived from
option prices through a macro-finance model based on macroeconomic data. Ali the
examinations that Backus et a!. (20 11) present lead to the conclusion that options imply smaller probabilities of disasters than have been estimated from macroeconomic
data.
Almeida and Garcia (2016) observe that their methodology has a direct link with
the measure entropy o f Backus et a!. (20 11). When 1 = -1 their discrepancy function is equal to the entropy function obtained by Backus et a!. (2011). They also note
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that their framework has a connection with the Stutzer (1995) approach as Backus
et ai. (20 11). However, Almeida and Garcia (20 16) show that their methodology complement the work of Backus et ai. (2011) since their bounds bring additional nonredundant information when analyzing asset pricing models. Another important
finding of the Almeida and Garcia (20 16) approach is that, in the dual space, it matches
to the maximum excess log return of the growth-optimal portfolio of Bansal and
Lehmann (1997).

Liu (2015) foliows the Backus et ai. (2011) work generalizing the bounds developed by Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) (through an application of the Holder's inequality) based on index option returns. This system o f nonparametric bounds encodes ali the distributional information of pricing kernel as Liu (20 15) notes. Through
moment expansions, as Backus et ai. (2011), Liu (2015) shows how different moments of the pricing kernel affects the entropy function and how weighted asset return moments provi de information on the entropy functions. In his empirical work,
Liu (20 15) focuses in o btain a better understanding of disaster models.
The approach presented by Liu (2015) differs from the one used by Backus et ai.
(2011) in certain aspects. First, Liu (2015) makes no assumption about the link between macro fundamentais and the asset market, thus his results are robust to misspecification. Second, Liu (20 15) takes the realized option returns as given and studies their effects on the pricing kernel. Finaliy, Liu (20 15) analyzes disaster models
through the spectrum of new bounds. He observes that the ability of these bounds
in providing incrementai information on high order moments of pricing kernel and
asset returns gives a sharper inference of disaster models.
Focusing the attention on the analysis ofindex option returns, Liu (2015) initially
uses option implied bounds to confront standard rare disaster models. He marks
up the parameter region that ali nonparametric bounds are simultaneously satisfied. Liu (20 15) shows that his bounds provide the sharpest restriction on the model
compared to existing bounds. To take statistical uncertainty under consideration,
Liu (2015) develops a formal testing framework that allows him to analyze multiple
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assets and different types ofbounds. Through this framework, he rejects the benchmark disaster model and alternative specifications.
Liu (2015) proposes a framework similar to the one developed by Almeida and
Garcia (2012, 2016). Both methodologies are based on the approach of Hansen and
Jagannathan (1991), the difference is how they derive their bounds. While Liu (2015)
generalizes the Hansen andJagannathan (1991) bound through the Holder's inequality; Almeida and Garcia (2012, 2016) generalize it using the Cressie-Read family of
discrepancy functions which comprehends a wide class o f other entropy estimators.
They also show through a Taylor expansion how their bounds can bring new information analyzing high order moments of the pricing kernels.
Despite the similarities presented between the works of Almeida and Garcia (20 16)
and Liu (20 15), there is an important difference between them. Consider the bound
presented by Liu (20 15) using the generalized entropy function (GEFJ which is:

GEF(s; M)

1
s

= loglE(M)- -loglE(Ms)

(42)

where M is the stochastic discount facto r o f the asset pricing model studies, R is the
asset returns and define s as any real number. He shows that this is an extension of
the entropy measure adopted by Backus et ai. (2011). Thus, his bound is written as:

GEF(s; M)

~

s -1
'
--loglE(R•-t) -log(R1), Vs E ( -oo, 1)
s

(43)

Through a Taylor expansion, as Backus et ai. (2011); Almeida and Garcia (2012,
2016), Liu (2015) describes his bound as the following:

GEF(s; M)

oo K;

= [JE(log R) -log R1] + ~

(Iog R) (
i!

)i-1

s
8

_

1

(44)

where the first term of the right-hand si de is the risk premium, the second term is
high order moments and K;(log R) is the i-th return cumulant.
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Note that the relevance o f the high order moments is directly related to the value
of s. Comparing to the methodology o f Almeida and Garcia (20 12, 20 16), the value of
s in the Liu (2015) framework plays the role that')' plays in the approaches ofA!meida

and Garcia (2012, 2016). Nonetheless, there is an important difference between the
bounds. Comparing Equation (34) and Equation (44), we note that the effect ofhigh
order moments in the stochastic discount facto r bound of Almeida and Garcia (2012,
2016) is not connected to the asset returns while the methodologyofLiu (2015) is di-

rectly related to it.
This is a relevant advantage of Almeida and Garcia (2016) approach dueto the influence that the asset returns may incur when one varies the value of 1 or s (in the Liu
(2015) model) to differentiate the contribution from different high-order moments.

While in the Almeida and Garcia (2016) model this influence does not occur with
variations on ,, the model of Liu (2015) can have its findings affected by the asset
returns when one varies the value of s.

4 Final Considerations
The methodologies developed by Almeida and Garcia (2012); Ghosh et ai. (2016),
which are influenced by Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) bound and Hansen and
Jagannathan (1997) distance, are usually applied to diagnose asset pricing models.
These frameworks have a wide range of applications to different models. In this paper, we focus our attention to understand the specific characteristics o f these methods and their use in the analysis of disaster models (Barro, 2006). We discuss the
relation between the entropy bounds built by Almeida and Garcia (2012), which is
directly related to Almeida and Garcia (2016) and Ghosh et ai. (2016) works, then we
show how these methodologies and other bounds related to them can be used to examine disaster models (Barro, 2006).
Describing the Almeida and Garcia (2012) and Ghosh et ai. (2016) frameworks,
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initially, we observe that there is a equivalence between these methods. The approach of Almeida and Garcia (2012) is a generalization of the framework provided
by Ghosh et al. (2016). Almeida and Garcia (2012) present a manner to estimate
the admissible stochastic discount factor generalizing the entropy estimators used
to identify the misspecification of the asset pricing models. This methodology includes thé EL and ET estimators since it uses the Cressie-Read family to define its
criterion ofmisspecification. As the Ghosh et al. (2016) only accounts for the EL and
ET estimators, this framework is equivalent to the limiting cases of the framework
provided by Almeida and Garcia (20 12). The equivalence between these two bounds
is corroborated by their similar results related to the diagnose of Bansal and Yaron
(2004) model.
In this work, we discuss the application of these frameworks to analyze disaster models (Barro, 2006). Pioneered by Rietz (1988) and revived by a growing literature (Barro, 2006; Gabaix, 2012), the rare events hypothesis emerged to rationalize
the EPP and motivates the work of Barro (2006); Gabaix (2012) to build their disaster models. The entropy bounds constructed by Almeida and Garcia (2012); Ghosh
et al. (2016) are specifically design to analyze different asset pricing models and we
present results about it. The literature has a detailed analysis of these methods according to performance, and we observe that the entropy bounds allow a study of
the role that the higher moments of pricing kernels plays in the performance of asset pricing models. In particular, in the disaster models, higher moments have important implications as a variety ofworks present (Backus et ai., 2011; Almeida and
Garcia, 2016; Ghosh et ai., 2016; Liu, 2015).
Therefore, we present the literature that discuss entropy bounds developed to the
generalize the approach of Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) to evaluate asset pricing
models and to take into account information of higher moments that are not considered in the initial methodology of Hansen and Jagannathan (1991). The methodologies of Backus et al. (2011); Almeida and Garcia (2016); Ghosh et al. (2016); Liu
(20 15) offer this advantage which clearly offers an important contribution in the understanding of asset pricing models. In particular, we focus our analysis in disaster
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models. Since the stochastic discount factor bounds that are applied to analyze disaster mo deis usually consider the approach of Barro (2006), we examine the findings
related to the diagnose ofthis model through the lens ofthe aforementioned bounds.
There are other asset pricing models which are analyzed in the scope of the entropy
bounds but are not the purpose of this work (see Backus et ai. (2011); Almeida and
Garcia (2016); Ghosh et ai. (2016); Liu (2015) for further details on it).
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